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Abstract

Since Bs mesons will be produced copiously for the first time at LHC, the observability of the flavour-
changing-neutral-current decay modeB0

s → φµ+µ− has been studied in CMS with an integrated
luminosity of 100 pb−1 at cm energy of 10 TeV. An upper limit of6.7 × 10−6 is expected to be
obtained which is 4 times higher than the prediction from Standard Model.



1 Introduction
The decayb → s`+`− is a flavour-changing-neutral-current (FCNC) process, where the flavour of the original
quark is changed but not the electric charge. Various FCNC processes have led to important understandings
in high energy physics during last 5 decades or so. The study of FCNC also leads to the knowledge of potential
existence and nature of new high mass particles, which may not be produced at the laboratory directly.New Physics
beyond Standard Model (SM) often leave their signature via quantum corrections manifesting in tiny deviations
from standard expectations and hence measurement of the rare branching ratios are always interesting. Only high
luminosity machines provide the opportunities to search for rare decays and hence probe physics of much higher
energy scale. Thus many rare decay modes of B-meson systems will be studied to look for indirect hints ofNew
Physics [1]. Further, LHC will produce Bs mesons abundantly for the first time, the property of which has not
been studied in detail till now.

FCNC decays are absent in the SM at tree level but they proceed at higher order through electroweak penguin
and box diagrams. FCNC decays are sensitive to new physics, since decay amplitudes involving new particles
interference with SM amplitudes. The inclusive FCNC decays likeB → Xsl

+l− or B → Xsγ are theoretically
easier to calculate,but it is the exclusive decays with one hadron in the final state that are experimentally easier to
study. For example, the exclusive decaysB0

d → K∗l+l− andB± → K± l+l− have already been measured atB−
factories [2], [3] and were found to be consistent with the SM within the experimental uncertainties. In relation
to the same quark-level transition ofb → sl+l− is the corresponding exclusive FCNC decayB0

s → φµ+µ− in
theB0

s meson system. The contributions to the decays of this type in the Standard Model aride form the W-box
and Z(γ)-penguin diagrams as seen in Fig. 1. An observation of this decay or experimental upper limit on its rate
will yield additional important information on the flavour dynamics of FCNC decays. The decay rate of the decay
B0

s → φµ+µ− is predicted to be of the order of 1.6× 10−6 in SM [4].

Figure 1: One-loop diagrams for the short distance contribution in the SM

At 10 TeV run of LHC, thebb̄ pair production rate is∼ 440µb, hence with about 100 pb−1 of dataO(1000) signal
events of typeBs → φµ+µ− is expected to be produced. CMS should be able to record a reasonable fraction of
those events. A straight forward analysis has been performed to study the actual situation with CMS detector at
LHC.

2 Signal Characteristics
In Bs → φµ+µ− decayφ further decays to a pair ofK+K− tracks. The Branching fraction ofφ → K+K−

decay is 0.5
The Signal Events have been generated privately using EvtGen Generator (exclusive for B-Decays) interfaced
with PYTHIA Generator. The standard DEC fileBs phimumu KK.dec in the EvtGen has been used for the
generation of the Signal Events. Both signal and background events are selected from the generic QCD 2→ 2
subprocesses (included in PYTHIA as MSEL=1) and includes a mixture of gluon fusion, flavour excitation and
gluon splitting.

For optimum use of the computer resources, a filter, based on kinematic properties of the daughter particles, has
been put during the generation of events: PT of µ ≥ 2.5 GeV and| η |≤ 2.5
In addition, we require that muons originate from the same vertex.
Generator Efficiency (εg) = 2.1× 10−4
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Number of events analyzed = 8665
For PYTHIA the cross section corresponding to MSEL=1 is 51.6mb (σq)
SM branching fraction for the processBs → φµ+µ− with φ→ K+K− (B) = 1.6× 10−6× 0.5 = 8× 10−7

Thus total cross section (σtot) =εg × σq × B = 8.668pb
Therefore this dataset corresponds to an integrated Luminosity,L :

L = Ntot/σtot = 1000 pb−1 = 1 fb−1

The generator level selection affects the kinematics of the Bs events as seen in the Fig. 2. Due to the kinematic
constraints put on the decay product, the Bs particle with high transverse momentum produced in hard scattered
event is mostly populated in central region. The plots for the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity for the
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Figure 2:η vs PT distribution forBs candidates at generator level.

daughter particles, muons,phi and Kaons are shown in Fig. 3 ,Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.

For QCD backgound study the offcial dataset/InclusivePPmuX/Summer08IDEAL V9 v4/GEN-SIM-RECO
from the Summer 08 production have been analyzed along with the signal.

This corresponds to 0.04pb−1 integrated liminosity. The kinematic filter for single muon on this sample is :
Pµ

T ≥ 2.5 and| ηµ |≤ 2.5

3 Analysis Objects
Standard reconstructed objects along with Physics Analysis Tools (PAT), obtained from CMS software (version
2-2-6) are used in the analysis.

• From PAT the muon tagselectedLayer1Muonsis used to pick up the muons. This data type describes
reconstructed muons, which is derived from the reco::Muon class. The muons are sorted in descending
order of transverse momentum (PT ). [6]
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Figure 3: Transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity distributions of the Muon at the generator level in the process
Bs → µµφ. The histograms are normalized to unity.
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Figure 4: Transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity distributions of phi mesons at the generator level for the
processBs → µµφ. The histograms are normalized to unity.
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Figure 5: Transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity distributions of Kaons at the generator level for the process
Bs → µµφ. The histograms are normalized to unity.

• For tracks we use standard reconstructed collection of tracksgeneralTracks.

• From PAT the muon tagselectedLayer1Jetsis used to pick up the jets. Similar to muons this data type
describes reconstructed jets derived from the class reco::Jet. By default the jets are reconstructred with
iterative cone method IC5 . The pat::Jets are corrected for L2 relative (forη-dependence) and t L3 absolute
(for pt dependence). The jets are sorted in descending order of transverse momentum [6].

4 Event Analysis
4.1 Selection of Events

At the analyzer level events having at least two muons are selected. Further it is required that the leading pair of
muons should have opposite charge.

4.2 Trigger

The event rate at LHC will be tremendous when the collision starts taking place. To remove the junk data trig-
ger will be applied to filter in the useful events. The dimuon trigger has been emulated which requires that the
leading pair of muons should have transverse momentum (PT ) ≥ 3 GeV. The Plots for transverse momentum and
pseudorapidity of the leading dimuon pair before trigger is shown in Fig. 7.

4.3 Candidate Selection

• From the collection of tracks the tracks with kinematic cuts : PT ≥ 400 MeV and| η |≤ 2.4 are selected.
The Kaons will be produced in the opposite hemisphere w.r.t. the leading jet in the event. The transverse
momentum (Pjet

T ) of the leading jet is shown in Fig. 8. For the selection of tracks traversing opposite to the
leading jets it is demanded that:
ηjet × ηtrack ≤ 0
whereηjet andηtrack are the pseudorapidities of the leading jet and the track respectively. To take the
correct pair of tracks which should be the signature of Kaons, the track pair having the invariant mass closest
to phi mass (1.020 GeV) is selected.

• Now the candidates are selected for Bs mesons. As we know that the tracks from Kaons should give a
resonance at 1.020 GeV forφmass. Therefore we select the events for which the invariant mass of the tracks
lies in mass window1.005 ≤ MK1K2 ≤ 1.035 which is essentially the3σ width of φ mass. The mass
distribution is shown in Fig. 11. These tracks and the above muons are selected as the candidates for decay
products ofBs meson.
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• The invariant mass distribution ofµ+µ−K+K− is plotted for both QCD and signal after the candidate
selection Fig. 9. Since the analysis have to be be done on the events aroundB0

s mass region, therefore we
choose the mass range for further analysis as 4.5 GeV≤ Mµ+µ−K+K− ≤ 6.3 GeV. The signal distribution
is fitted with Gaussian function. The parameters obtained from fit are :

Mean = 5.368GeV
σ = ±0.041

The signal region is taken as 3.0±σ of the mean value i.e. 5.245 GeV≤Mµ−1µ+1K+K− ≤ 5.491 GeV.

4.4 Preliminary Cuts

After the candidate selection we apply preliminary cuts for the event selection.

• Invariant mass distribution for the dimuon pair is plotted in Fig. 10. The events are selected in the range 1.4
GeV≤ Mµµ ≤ 4.4 GeV. Further to reduce the peaking backgrounds fromJψ andΨ(2S) a double mass
veto is applied around 3σ range of masses 3.10 GeV (2.95 GeV≤ Mmu+mu− ≤ 3.25 GeV) and 3.68 GeV
(3.59 GeV≤Mmu+mu− ≤ 3.77 GeV) respectively.

• To calculate the number of events in the signal region the QCD background spectrum is fitted with exponen-
tial functionf(x) = exp(y0 + y1 × x) (Fig. 12) wherey0 andy1 are constants. After fitting we obtain the
parameters of exponential as :y0 = 0.754 ±0.081 andy1 = 0.174 ±0.015. Now the fraction of events in the
signal region to the total events in the sidebands is calculated as:

IntegralFraction(εI) = No.ofeventsinthesignalregion/No.ofeventsinthesidebands

About 0.132 fraction of events fall in signal region for QCD background. The relative efficiency for event
selection for each criteria for the signal and background samples upto preliminary cuts is provided in Table 1

Table 1: The relative efficiency at each step of event selection upto preliminary cuts, for signal and
InclusivePPmuX background events.

Selection Criteria B0
s → φµµ InclusivePPmuX

efficiency efficiency
Total No. of Events Generated/Analyzed 8665 4663731
Trigger (Pµ

T ≥ 3.0 GeV& | ηµ |≤ 2.4) 0.489 0.006
Candidate selection for Bs 0.684 0.731
Events in sidebands(including signal re-
gion)

0.259 0.047

1.4 GeV≤Mµµ ≤ 4.4 GeV 0.66 0.534
(excludingJ/ψandΨ(2S) resonances)

4.5 Factorization cuts

• Total No. of signal events remaining = 513
No. of signal events in signal region = 391
Total No. of background events remaining = 549
No. of background events in sidebands (excluding signal region)= 487
Only the events in the sidebands are analyzed for QCD background so as to reduce bias and double counting
of peaking backgrounds.
To reduce the background further following cuts are applied after the preliminary cuts. It is to be noted that
the relative efficiency of each cut is calculated w.r.t. to events surviving after the preliminary cuts.

• TheB0
s candidate’s transverse momentum is seen to be an efficient tool for the suppression of background,

Fig.13. It is calculated by taking dimuons and kaons asTLorentzV ectors and adding them vectorially so
as to get a newTLorentzV ector which is essentially theB0

s candidate. The PT is then accessed in usual

way. The cut applied isPB0
s

T ≥ 11 GeV and the relative efficiency calculated isεA.
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• The distance inη-φ space is computed between dimuon andφ system though relation :

∆Rµ±φ =
√

∆η2 + ∆φ2

The distribution is shown in Fig. 14. A cut∆Rµ±φ ≤ 0.4 is applied after the preliminary cuts with relative
efficiency asεB

• There will be more hadronic activity in the QCD background aroundB0
s candidate than for the signal decay.

Therefore this can be exploited by applying an isolation which is determined from theB0
s candidate trans-

verse momentum and the charged tracks withPT ≥ ¿ 0.9 GeV. This isolation varialbe is defined in a cone
half-radius r = 1.0 as:

I = PT (B0
s )/(PT (B0

s ) + ΣtrkPT )

The distribution for this isolation variable is shown in Fig. 15. A reasonably hard cut is applied withI ≥
0.78 after the implication of preliminary cuts and the relative efficiency is computed (εC).

• We demand subsequently that the muons and the tracks should originate from adisplaced vertexcompared
to the interaction/nominal vertex.

The variables for the vertex of the dimuon and the two tracks corresponding to Kaons are calculated. The
four tracks are fitted to a common vertex using KalmanVertexFitter functon. The flight length of theB0

s

candidate (lxy) provides a good handle against the combinatoric background. Also normalizedχ2 for the
four track vertex is plotted and shown in Fig. 16. A combined cut oflxy ≥ 0.1 and normalizedχ2 ≤
2.0 is applied after the preliminary cuts for the reduction of QCD background and the relative efficiency is
calculated (εD).

The plots are normalized to unity.

• It can be seen from Fig. 17 that all these parameters are uncorrelated toµ+µ−K+K− invariant mass and
hence can be applied factorially. Therefore the total effect of these efficiencies is taken to be as the product
of all the individual efficiencies.

The relative efficiency for event selection for each criteria after preliminary cuts for the signal and background
samples is provided in Table 2.

Table 2: The relative efficiency at each step of event selection, for signal and QCD background events.
Selection Criteria B0

s → φµµ QCD Background
efficiency efficiency

No. of Events after
preliminary cuts

513 487

P
B0

s

T ≥ 11 GeV (εA) 0.665 0.227
∆Rµµφ ≤ 0.4 (εB) 0.371 0.121
I ≥ 0.78 (εC) 0.306 0.158
lxy ≥ 0.1 andχ2 ≤
2 (εD)

0.271 0.006

5 Calculations and Results
5.1 Background Events

The number of events left in the signal region for the QCD background after applying all the factorizing cuts comes
out to be :

Nbkg = Nbg × εA × εB × εC × εD × εI

where
Nbg = No. of events left in the sidebands and Signal region after preliminary cuts = 549
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Figure 6: Transverse momenta of the two leading muons for signal and background distribution. The histograms
are normalized to unity.
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Figure 7: Pseudorapidity of the two leading muons for signal and background distribution. The histograms are
normalized to unity.
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Figure 8: Transverse momenta of the leading jet for signal and background distribution. The histograms are
normalized to unity.
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Figure 10: Invariant mass of the dimuon pair for signal and background distribution after candidate selection. The
histograms are normalized to unity.
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Figure 11: Invariant mass distribution of the two tracks coming fromφ . The histograms are normalized to unity.
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Figure 12: Invariant mass distribution ofµ+µ−K+K− fitted with an exponential function for QCD background
after preliminary cuts

εA, εB , εC , εD, εI are the respective efficiencies for QCD background.
Putting these values from above table we get

Nbkg = 0.0019

This corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 0.04pb−1. Now this has to be scaled up by a factor of 2500 so that
the final number corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 100pb−1. Therefore total number of QCD events in
the signal mass region after all the cuts for 100pb−1, nb :

nb = 4.75

5.2 Signal Events

The number of events surviving for the signal in mass window [5.245-5.491 GeV] is :

Nsig = Ns × εA × εB × εC × εD

where
Ns = No. of events in the signal mass region after preliminary cuts.
εA, εB , εC , εD are the respective efficiencies for Signal. From table 2 we put these values and get:

Ns = 7.95

Thus the total accumulative signal efficiencyεs is calculated as:

εs = Ns/Ntot

whereNtot = Total number of signal events analyzed.
PuttingNtot = 8665 andNs = 7.95 we get
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histogram is normalized to unity.
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plot is normalized to unity

εs = 9.2× 10−4

NowNs = 7.95 corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 1000pb−1 which has to be scaled down by factor of 10
for an equivalent luminosity of 100pb−1. Thus total number of signal events after all the cuts for 100pb−1, ns :

ns = 0.795

5.3 Upper Limit

We determine the upper limit on the branching fraction ofB0
s → φµ+µ− by absolute normalization technique.

For this we first calculate the upper limit on the number of observed signal events through TRolke Method in Root
package (NUL). NUL is calculated taking into account the number of background events,nb and total number of
observed eventsntot = nb + ns and comes out to be:

NUL = 4.94

The90% Confidence Level (CL) Upper Limit on the Branching Fraction is then calculated by using the formula:

BUL = NUL/(εs × εgen ×NB0
s
)

where:
NUL = Upper limit on the number of signal events obtained as the mean of the Poisson variable at 90% CL
calculated using TRolke method in Root package.
εs = Cumulative signal efficiency of complete analysis chain =9.2× 10−4

εgen = Kinematic acceptance that the producedB0
s meson decays into dimuon and phi according to generator level

cuts = 0.13
NB0

s
= Expected Number ofB0

s events in integrated luminosityL = 100pb−1.

NB0
s

= σbb̄ × L× f × 2
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Figure 15: The isolation parameter from the sum of the transverse momenta of the tracks other than muons and
Kaons aroundB0

s candidate for signal and background distribution. The histogram is normalized to unity.
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Figure 16: The decay flight lengthlxy in X-Y plane andχ2, between the primary and the secondary vertices fitted
from four tracks (dimuon andK+K−). The histograms are normalized to unity.
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whereσbb̄ = bb̄ production cross section =440 µb. andf= probability of ab or b̄ to hadronise to aBs meson = 0.1
ThusNB0

s
= 8.8× 109.

Therefore at 90% CL, we get an upper limit on the Branching ratio ofB (B0
s → φµ+µ−) as

BUL = 6.7× 10−6

6 Summary
A analysis procedure has been established to search forB0

s → φµ+µ− decay with CMS detector. During the
starting phase of LHC i.e. with 100pb−1 integrated luminosity at 10 TeV, an upper limit of6.7× 10−6 is expected
to be obtained which is 4 times higher than the prediction from Standard Model.
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